Workshops

- ARDUOUS'18 - 2nd International Workshop on Annotation of useR Data for UbiquitOUS Systems (ARDUOUS'18): Program; Welcome and committees
- CASPer'18 - 5th International Workshop on Crowd Assisted Sensing, Pervasive Systems and Communications (CASPer'18): Program; Welcome and committees
- CoMoRed'18 - 14th Workshop on Context and Activity Modeling and Recognition (CoMoRed'18): Program; Welcome and committees
- CoSDEO'18 - 6th workshop on Context Systems Design, Evaluation and Optimization (CoSDEO'18): Program; Welcome and committees
- EmotionAware'18 - 2nd International Workshop on emotion awareness for pervasive computing with mobile and wearable devices (EmotionAware'18): Program; Welcome and committees
- HCCS'18 - Workshop on Human-Centered Computational Sensing (HCCS'18): Program; Welcome and committees
- IQ2S'18 - 9th International Workshop on Information Quality and Quality of Service for Pervasive Computing (IQ2S'18): Program; Welcome and committees
- PerAwareCity'18 - 3rd IEEE International Workshop on Pervasive Context-Aware Smart Cities and Intelligent Transport Systems (PerAwareCity'18): Program; Welcome and committees
- PerCrowd'18 - International Workshop on Context-Awareness for Multi-Device Pervasive Computing (PerCrowd'18): Program; Welcome and committees
- PerFoT'18 - International Workshop on Pervasive Flow of Things (PerFoT'18): Program; Welcome and committees
- PerHealth'18 - 3rd IEEE PerCom Workshop on Pervasive Health Technologies (PerHealth'18): Program; Welcome and committees
- PerIoT'18 - Second International Workshop on Mobile and Pervasive Internet of Things (PerIoT'18): Program; Welcome and committees
- PerLS'18 - Second International Workshop on Pervasive Smart Living Spaces (PerLS'18): Program; Welcome and committees
- PerSCC’18 - Workshop on Pervasive Sensing for Sustainable Smart Cities and Smart Buildings (PerSCC’18): Program; Welcome and committees
- SmartEdge’18 - Second International Workshop on Smart Edge Computing and Networking (SmartEdge’18): Program; Welcome and committees
- SmarterAAL SmarterAAL’18: Workshop on Advanced Technologies for Smarter Assisted Living solutions: Towards an open Smart Home infrastructure (SmarterAAL’18): Program; Welcome and committees
- WristSense'18 - Workshop on sensing systems and applications using wrist worn smart devices (WristSense'18): Program; Welcome and committees